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The wear of metallic bonds can be significantly affected by varying pH values of the surrounding media. 

However, knowledge about the pH value influence on diamond impregnated bits used in the core drilling 

industry is still limited. One recent publication shows the advantage of modifying a standard ASTM B611-13 

test to investigate the abrasive and adhesive wear behavior of a diamond segment bond material in a neutral 

regime (pH7).  As a next step, this study mainly focuses on the findings by changing the chemistry of the slurry 

material and therefore the tribological system using an acidic, neutral and alkaline media. 
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1. Introduction 

It is of high importance to understand the tribo-chemical 

interactions when investigating the wear behavior of 

diamond segments. The pH value at which  diamond 

segments are used  can range from pH2 (acid mine 

drainage environment) up to a value of pH 13 (concrete-

water mixture). This study aims to develop a novel test 

set-up which simulates actual corrosive and aggressive 

conditions for diamond segments operated in mining and 

in construction industry more closely. 

2. Methods 

The present work examines two different metallic bonds 

in a modified B611-13 test , at application oriented 

parameters (200N and 4 m/s) using slurries at different 

pH values. The materials are investigated according to 

their wear rate and the microstructure at the sliding 

interface zone. The wear patterns are analysed by optical 

and scanning electron microscopy. Additionally, the 

abrasive particles are investigated with respect to their 

shape and size qualitatively to identify the influence of 

varying pH of the slurry. In order to differentiate adhesive 

and abrasive wear, two different counterpart materials, 

steel and SSiC, are used.  

 

2.1. Basic equation 

 

The ranking takes place by comparing either the volume 

loss in mm3 after a predefined time interval or the wear 

coefficient k in mm3/Nm. The wear coefficient is 

calculated based on a modified Archard equation 

descripted by Hutchings and Shipway [1]: 𝑘  
∆𝑉𝐿 ∗ 𝐹 (1) 

 

2.2. Tribo-chemical system 

A synthetic slurry based on Silverbond M10 consisting 

out of 99.6 % SiO2 (Euroquarz Germany) is used in this 

study. Sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid are used to 

set the pH values to the desired values.   

2.3. Results  

 

The results reveal a clear influence of the pH value on the 

wear behavior of the bond system. The results indicate a 

decrease of adhesive wear in case of Segment A by 

changing the pH value to 13 and 2 compared to pH7. 

Predominantly abrasive wear can be observed at Segment 

B.   
 

 
Figure 1: Wear coefficients at different pH values and 

compared to core drilling tests (CD) 

3. Discussion 

The proposed test modification is helpful to simulate 

realistic conditions seen on construction sites by 

including tribo-chemical effects. The observed wear 

coefficients and microscopic investigations indicate a 

clear influence of the acidic and alkaline regime on the 

wear behavior of the metallic bond material providing 

fundamental understanding for future diamond 

impregnated segments development.  
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